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Keeping pace with the evolutions 

of rules and standards



AI promises to transform the world of aviation 

but raises new serious compliance issues.

DBL has been working on a methodology to 

foster future-proof compliance since the 

early stage of the AI systems design

The HAIKU project elaborated a 

comprehensive mapping of the applicable 

regulatory requirements for AI applications 

in aviation

Our research statement
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Compliance by design for AI in aviation



1. Aviation expectation about AI, and its regulation

2. EU AI regulation: from theory to practice

3. Towards proactive compliance by design

The steps of this presentation
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An overview
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Aviation expectations about AI
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In a nutshell
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AI regulation for aviation

AI ACT

(proposal)



▪Systemic approach to human-centred

AI for aviation

▪6 use cases encompassing

all the aviation domains 

(airport, ATM, navigation and UAM)

▪AI applications mapped covering the 

whole EASA AI Roadmap 2.0 timeline

(2025 – 2035 - 2050)

Ambitions and concerns
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The HAIKU project

What is the 

applicable legal 

and regulatory 

framework to AI in 

aviation?



From theory…
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EU AI regulation in aviation

AI ACT

(proposal)

AI Liability

(proposal)
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…to practice
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EU AI regulation in aviation



Ethics, rules and standards gradually embedded in the design
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Towards a proactive approach to compliance

USE CASE

A description of the AI 
systems and operations

ETHICS

a contextual understanding 
of social expectations on a 

large scale

AVIATION LAW

A preliminary compliance 
check in light of mandatory 

requirements

AI (future) REGULATION

A proactive check of the 
future-oriented 
requirements 



#WeAreDeepBlue

We are an R&D company that has been operating 

on a European scale for over 20 years. We are 

the first Italian SME for European projects won 

and completed from 2014 to 2021, and the fourth 

in all of Europe. Our research activity focuses on 

the role of the human in Safety Critical and high-

tech systems.

We are human factors specialists, designing 

systems and procedures for improved 

performance, ensuring rapid returns on economic 

and reputational investments.
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